
QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN YOU VISIT YOUR MUNICIPAL HALL


Best practices:

• The receptionist will not know much.

• Ask to see the finance person who handles tickets. They will have been trained on at least 

corporate law.

• Research the status of the municipality, using Dun & Bradstreet to find answers to the 

‘Corporation’ questions ahead of time. 

• It’s not the point to be argumentative. You’re just collecting answers.

• Assure the person you’re just researching and are not trying to change anyone’s mind about 

i.e. a violation ticket.

• Review my report detailing the answers I received from the Corporation the District of North 

Vancouver from my own visit.


Corporation

1. Corporation or not?


1. Is the District/City/Town in fact a Corporation?

2. _

3. What then is it’s proper full name?

4. _


2. Registration Display 

1. Where in this building is the corporation registration document openly displayed?

2. _


3. CEO Requirement

1. What is the name of this CEO of this corporation?

2. _


4. Registration Provider

1. The corporation is registered by which provider?

2. _

3. In which country is this corporation registered?

4. _


5. Profit

1. A corporation is either for- or non-profit. Which one is it?

2. _


6. Living vs Corporate

1. A corporation is an artificial, non-living, temporary entity. Is this a true description of the 

municipality?

2. _

3. I am a living, breathing man/woman and as such do I not then inhabit a place of 

primacy over any corporation?

4. _

5. In the world of the living, a corporation is no different than a block of wood. Is there a 

justification why a living man/woman would accept directions from any corporation, 
especially if there exists no contract between them?


6. _


Ticketing


1. Rejection




1. Do you understand what’s written on the front of the returned ticket, ‘Right of 
Recision’?


2. _

3. Do you understand what’s written on the front of the returned ticket, ‘No consent to 

contract’?

4. _


2. Identity

1. I am a living breathing man/woman, why then is my name on the ticket in all caps 

spelling, when that is legalese for a corporate identity?

2. _


3. Auto

1. The ticket names a vehicle, but that’s legalese for an automobile employed for 

commercial use, not for private use. How was it decided to categorize it as a vehicle?

2. _


4. Incorporation

1. If this municipality were incorporated outside of Canada, would that not make this entire  

ticketing inapplicable and even illegal?

2. _

3. Can you provide me a copy of the incorporation documents for this municipality along 

with the name of the registrar, to prove that this entity is not registered outside of 
Canada?


4. _

5. Contracts


1. Can you provide me with a copy of a signed contract where I (first name_last name) 
have agreed to pay (or perform for) the municipality/Crown/King or any other entity or 
corporation for any services or charges?


2. _

3. Can you provide me a copy of the contract between me and your entity in which I have 

both waived my rights and agreed to your terms and conditions?

4. _


Political Neutrality

1. Has this municipality/city/town adopted a bylaw of political neutrality?

2. _

3. What is the designation of this bylaw for me to read?

4. _

5. What is your established process to adopt non-neutral crosswalks and fly non-neutral 

flags? 

6. _

7. How would I apply for my own non-neutral political organzation?

8. _

9. Who specifically makes these decisions whether or not to adopt non-neutral symbols?

10. _



